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ABSTRACT

Using CANUCS imaging we found an apparent major merger of two $z \sim 5$ ultra-low-mass galaxies ($M_* \sim 10^7 M_\odot$ each) that are doubly imaged and magnified $\sim 12-15 \times$ by the lensing cluster MACS 0417. Both galaxies are experiencing young ($\sim 100$ Myr), synchronised bursts of star formation with log (sSFR/Gyr$^{-1}$) $\sim 1.3-1.4$, yet SFRs of just $0.2 M_\odot$ yr$^{-1}$. They have sub-solar ($Z \sim 0.2 Z_\odot$) gas-phase metallicities and are connected by an even more metal-poor star-forming bridge. The galaxy that forms from the merger will have a mass of at least $M_* \sim 2 \times 10^7 M_\odot$, at least half of it formed during the interaction-induced starburst. More than half of the ionizing photons produced by the system (before and during the merger) will have been produced during the burst. This system provides the first detailed look at a merger involving two high-$z$ ultra-low-mass galaxies of the type believed to be responsible for reionizing the Universe. It suggests that such galaxies can grow via a combination of mass obtained through major mergers, merger-triggered starbursts, and long-term in-situ star formation. If such high-$z$ mergers are common, then merger-triggered starbursts could be significant contributors to the ionizing photon budget of the Universe.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Given the low number densities of AGN and luminous galaxies at high redshift, it falls to low-luminosity galaxies to reionize the Universe (e.g. Bouwens et al. 2015; Robertson et al. 2015; Iwata et al. 2022). The census of such high-$z$ low-luminosity galaxies is thus a key question that motivated the construction of JWST (Gardner et al. 2023), and while these surveys are still in their early days, we can already start using Webb to tackle questions about the nature of these objects. One such question is ‘how are the low-luminosity galaxies assembled at high redshift’?

Since most high-$z$ galaxies are star-forming, an obvious growth channel is through steady star formation (SF). On the other hand, recent works suggest bursty SF is common in the high-$z$ universe and can play an important role in galaxy evolution (Faisst et al. 2019; Rinaldi et al. 2022). However, particularly for low-mass galaxies at high-$z$, the mechanism that triggers bursty SF is as yet unclear. Studies of local star-bursting dwarfs (e.g. Lelli, Verheijen & Fraternali 2014) suggest that an external mechanism, including galaxy interactions/mergers, can trigger bursts of SF in low-mass galaxies, but strong evidence for low-mass high-$z$ merging galaxies experiencing SF bursts has not yet been reported. Thus, finding examples of low-mass galaxies in the high-$z$ universe undergoing bursts of SF induced by galaxy–galaxy interactions is important: it can demonstrate such an external mechanism can trigger SF bursts in high-$z$ low-mass galaxies and enable us to study the properties and impact of such bursts.

In this letter, we report the discovery and properties of what appears to be a merger of two $z \sim 5$ galaxies, both undergoing intense, recent and apparently coordinated bursts of SF, that are magnified (and doubly imaged) by factors of $\sim 12-15$ by the massive $z = 0.44$ galaxy cluster MACS J0417.5-1154. While evidence for major mergers of starburst galaxies has been previously found at similar redshifts (e.g. Hashimoto et al. 2019; Romano et al. 2021; Hsiao et al. 2022), these are for mergers of massive galaxies. In contrast, our two star-bursting galaxies have very low masses of $M_* \sim 10^7 M_\odot$ each. This system is thus one of the lowest-mass galaxies ever observed at high-$z$, and
almost certainly the lowest-mass major merger triggering elevated SF activity known outside of the local Universe.

Throughout this letter we assume the $\Omega_M = 0.3$, $\Omega_{\Lambda} = 0.7$, and $H_0 = 70$ km s$^{-1}$ Mpc$^{-1}$ cosmology and the Chabrier (2003) IMF.

2 THE LENSED EMISSION LINE SYSTEM AT $z \sim 5$

This work utilises NIRCam imaging observations of the MACS J0417.5−1154 cluster field obtained in the Canadian NIRISS Unbiased Cluster Survey (CANUCS, Willott et al. 2022). CANUCS observes each of its cluster fields in the NIRCam filters F090W, F115W, F150W, F200W, F277W, F356W, F410M, and F444W with exposure times of 6.4 ks each, reaching S/N between 5 and 10 for a $AB = 29$ point source. We also utilized archival data of HST/ACS imaging observations with F435W, F606W, and F814W filters (HST-GO-11103 PI Ebeling, HST-GO-12009 PI von der Linden, HST-GO-14096 PI Coe, and HST-GO-16667 PI Bradač). We searched the CANUCS NIRCam images for F410M medium-band-excess line emitters tagged by their very blue F410M−F444W colour. Visual inspection of this larger sample confirmed a number of colour-excess objects, including several close galaxy pairs, butflagged the present lensed system as of special interest because of its appearance as a close pair of galaxies (ELG1 and ELG2) that is clearly doubly lensed, for a total of four components (ELG1.1, ELG2.1, ELG1.2, and ELG2.2; see Fig. 1).

Our image processing and photometry procedures are similar to those we described in Noirot et al. (2022) for the SMACS 0723 field. Aperture photometry for the four components, plotted in Fig. 1 and listed in online table S1, was measured in 0.3 arcsec – diameter apertures on HST/ACS and JWST/NIRCam images that were PSF-homogenized to the resolution of the F444W data.

In each one of the four components, photometry shows clear excess in both F410M and F277W, and drops out in F606W, indicating that we are seeing OIII + H$\beta$ and H$\alpha$ emission from 5.0 $< z < 5.2$. The symmetric appearance and matching colours of the two images (colour panel in Fig. 1) confirm the ELG1.1–ELG2.1 system is the counterpart of the ELG1.2–ELG2.2 system. We update the Mahler et al. (2019) lensing model using the ELG1.1–ELG1.2 image pair as an additional constraint, and find the the 5.05 critical line (white dashed line in line F1) and magnification factors $\mu \sim 12–15$ (Table 1). The separations between the two components in both images are measured by projecting their positions into the source plane, giving a separation of $\sim 1.2$ kpc, consistent for both images (North image: 0.198 arcsec; South image: 0.202 arcsec).

3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 SED fitting

We used the dense basis SED-fitting method (Iyer & Gawiser 2017; Iyer et al. 2019) to determine the stellar masses, specific SF rates (sSFRs), metallicities, dust extinction values, and non-parametric SF histories (SFHs) from the broad/medium-band photometry of the four components. We stress that dense basis does not assume a parametric SFH; rather, it infers the SFH in a flexible way from the data. We ran dense basis in its default configuration, including the Calzetti et al. (2000) dust law and Chabrier (2003) IMF: redshifts were allowed within $z = 0–16$, and we assumed an exponential $A_V$ prior with scale value of $A_V = 3.0$ mag. This high dust prior allows extremely dusty solutions, important for discriminating between high-$z$ sources and low-$z$ dusty interlopers.

Note that, in dense basis, nebular emission lines are included in the model spectrum in a self-consistent way with the metallicity, and we fitted to the photometry including F277W, F410M, and F444W filters where strong emission lines are thought to fall.

To obtain intrinsic values of the physical parameters, before SED-fitting we applied aperture and lensing magnification corrections to the photometry in online table S1. Lensing corrections were obtained from the lens model (see Section 2), and we applied aperture flux corrections of $2\times$, consistent with the growth curves measured using elliptical apertures on the NIRCam images. The SED-fitting results are shown in Fig. 1 and in Table 1.

3.2 Emission line maps

The [OIII] + H$\beta$ and the H$\alpha$ emission lines boost the F277W and F410M fluxes, respectively, but the F356W photometry is free from strong emission lines and traces rest-frame optical stellar continuum. Thus, subtracting the F356W image from F277W (or F410M) gives the [OIII] + H$\beta$ (and H$\alpha$) emission line maps. The difference images using PSF-matched images are shown in Fig. 2 with F356W emission (i.e. stellar continuum) overlapped as black contours for comparison.

To quantitatively evaluate the emission line flux maps we calibrated the difference images of Fig. 2 as follows. The observed flux density in filter $i$ $(f_{\nu,i})$ where an emission line or lines fall $(i = F277W$ or F410M in this work) can be written as:

$$ f_{\nu,i} = \frac{\lambda_i^2}{c} F_{\text{line}} + f_{\nu,i} \Delta \lambda_i / \Delta \lambda_i $$

where $\lambda_i$ is the pivot wavelength of filter $i$, $\Delta \lambda_i$ is the bandwidth of filter $i$, $F_{\text{line}}$ is the line flux that falls into the filter, and $f_{\nu,i}$ is the flux density of the continuum level in the filter. If a filter $j$ is free from strong emission lines, equation (1) reduces to:

$$ f_{\nu,j} = \frac{\lambda_j^2}{c} f_{\nu,j} . $$

Therefore, if we assume a continuum that is flat in $f_{\nu}$ between filters $i$ and $j$ (i.e. $\lambda_i^2 f_{\nu,i} = \lambda_j^2 f_{\nu,j}$), the emission line flux $F_{\text{line}}$ can be calculated through the difference $f_{\nu,i} - f_{\nu,j}$ as:

$$ F_{\text{line}} \approx \frac{c \Delta \lambda_i}{\lambda_i^2} (f_{\nu,i} - f_{\nu,j}) . $$

Similarly, the ratio of $f_{\nu,i}$ and $f_{\nu,j}$ gives the observed equivalent width (EW$_{\text{obs}}$) of the line under the same assumption as:

$$ EW_{\text{obs}} \approx \Delta \lambda_i \left( \frac{f_{\nu,i}}{f_{\nu,j}} - 1 \right) . $$

Using equation (3), (4), and F356W as the reference filter for the continuum level ($j = F356W$), we calibrated the H$\alpha$ and [OIII] + H$\beta$ emission line flux maps and the EW maps on Fig. 2.

Furthermore, assuming the intrinsic line flux ratio H$\alpha$/H$\beta$ = 2.85 and [OIII]5007/H$\alpha$ = 2.98, we made the [OIII]-to-H$\beta$ ratio (R3 = [OIII]5007/H$\beta$) map. R3 is one of the indicators of gas-phase metallicity and so this map can be converted into a metallicity map (e.g. Nakajima et al. 2022). R3 can have values that are degenerate with metallicity, but since the two galaxies are extremely low-mass and early in a major SF episode (Section 4.1), we adopted the lower metallicity solution. In some pixels around the galaxy centres (Fig. 2), the R3 values slightly exceed the maximum value predicted by the R3-metallicity relation, and in these pixels we set the metallicity to the value that maximizes R3 ($Z = 0.2 Z_{\odot}$). We have not applied dust corrections, but the resulting line ratio and metallicity...
do not change significantly if we assume $A_V = 0.2$ mag indicated by SED fitting. Also, we ignore the contribution of [NII] emission to the F410M flux density, since our high [OIII]/H{$\beta$} ratio ($\sim 7$), implies that contribution is $\lesssim 5$ per cent of H{$\alpha$} (BPT diagram; Veilleux & Osterbrock 1987). The presence of AGN would affect the line ratio and subsequent conclusions, but we do not think AGNs are present given the low masses of the galaxies; however, to be sure will require spectroscopy.

Also of interest is the rest-frame UV to H{$\alpha$} luminosity ratio. Since the H{$\alpha$} emission line is sensitive to SF activity on shorter timescales than is rest-frame UV luminosity, this ratio is often used as a burstiness parameter (e.g. Faisslt et al. 2019). We thus show in Fig. 2 the $\nu L_{\nu}/L_{\mathrm{H}\alpha}$ map made from the H{$\alpha$} emission line flux map and the F090W image. Again, assuming $A_V = 0.2$ mag increases $\nu L_{\nu}/L_{\mathrm{H}\alpha}$ by 0.14 dex but does not change the following results.

We also followed the above procedure but using the F277W, F356W, and F410M aperture photometry to derive the spatially integrated line fluxes, EWs, R3 values, and metallicities of the four components, and the results are shown in the bottom of Table 1.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 A likely merger at $z \sim 5$

Given that both ELG1 and ELG2 are expected to be within the narrow redshift range $5.0 < z < 5.2$ with very small projected separation ($\sim 1.2$ physical kpc), it is highly likely that ELG1 and ELG2 are physically associated. Such a close pair can be interpreted as merging galaxies or star-forming clumps within a single galaxy. In the case of ELG1–ELG2, the former is more likely.
First, the Hα image shows a bridge-like structure connecting the two cores (see left-most panel in Fig. 2), while the rest-frame optical continuum (F356W image) may contain a tidal feature in the south of ELG1 and east of 1.1 (e.g. see black contours in Fig. 2). While not uniquely so, such morphological features are consistent with a merger. Second, we see no evidence for an underlying, larger galaxy containing the two clumps in the rest-frame optical continuum at λrest ≈ 5800 Å (F356W). The age of the Universe at z ≈ 5.1 is comparable to or shorter than the lifetime of the A stars that dominate at λrest ≈ 5800 Å, and thus the F356W image should well delineate every stellar component. ELG1 and ELG2 are distinct in both F356W images (see Fig. 1 and black contours in Fig. 2) and are also coincident only with regions of line emission, which indicates stars are distributed only in the SF regions. Dust reddening might help to hide the underlying galaxy, but an extremely high dust opacity is needed to make the 5800 Å continuum invisible, which seems unlikely. Finally, the SFHs for ELG1 and ELG2 show a synchronized start of their SF bursts (Fig. 1). Such synchronization can be expected from merger-induced SF, but star-forming clumps could be expected to burst asynchronously; they could also come in multiplicities higher than two. Considering these facts, the ELG1+ELG2 system is likely to be a merger system rather than SF clumps within a single galaxy, although we cannot rule out the possibility of SF clumps completely.

4.2 Physical properties of the system

SED fitting (Fig. 1 and Table 1) reveals that the delensed stellar masses of the two galaxies are both log (M/M⊙) ~ 6.9. The low νLν, UV/LHa ratio can only be explained by a bursty SFH (e.g. Mehta et al. 2022). Their model SFHs indeed show recently started (< 100 Myr) SF bursts, consistent with the large Hα EWs as well. These results suggest the ELG1—ELG2 system is an equal-mass merger of ultra-low-mass galaxies, with interaction-induced SF bursts, that we are witnessing at its early stages.

The Hα morphology (Fig. 2) shows a bridge-like structure connecting the galaxy centres in both images. In contrast, the [O III] + Hβ image shows line emission that peaks at the centre of the stellar component and the bridge-like structure is not apparent; the [O III] + Hβ morphology is similar to that of the rest-frame UV flux map. Given that Hα emission marks SF activity happening on shorter time-scales than rest-frame UV luminosity, these facts suggest that the ELG1—ELG2 system has a bridge-like structure showing in-situ SF, possibly induced by the disruptive forces of the merger event.

Fig. 2 also shows the EW, metallicity, and νLν, UV/LHa maps. At the galaxy centres, the rest-frame Hα EW is log (EW) ~ 3.0, metallicity is Z ~ 0.2Z⊙, and the UV-to-Hα ratio is log (νLν, UV/LHa) ~ 1.6, whereas in the bridge region, the Hα EW is slightly higher (log (EW) ~ 3.2), the metallicity is lower (Z ~ 0.08Z⊙), and the UV-to-Hα ratio is lower as well (log (νLν, UV/LHa) ≤ 1.4). What do we think this means?

First, both the rest-frame Hα EW and UV-to-Hα ratio are probes of the age of the SF burst (e.g. Inoue 2011; Mehta et al. 2022), and the ages predicted from the EW(Hα) and νLν, UV/LHa are also < 100 Myr, consistent with the SED fitting results (c.f., Section 3.1). Notably, the high EW(Hα) and low νLν, UV/LHa in the bridge suggest that the SF activity there has been induced only very recently. Alternatively the low νLν, UV/LHa in the bridge may indicate interstellar medium shocks, although either scenario is consistent with a merger.

Second, the metallicity map shows the galaxy centres are already metal-enriched to Z ~ 0.2Z⊙ even though the galaxies have very low masses (< 10^6 M⊙). The R3-based metallicity values in the maps are in good agreement with those from SED fitting of 0.3 arcsec aperture photometry (Table 1), which are centred on ELG1 and ELG2 image centroids and so measure properties of the galaxy centres. The metallicity map also show a possible lower metallicity (Z ~ 0.08Z⊙) in the bridge as compared to the galaxy centres. Assuming this system is a major merger, this could be evidence for metallicity gradients in high-z galaxies as the low-Z bridge could have formed from stripped material from the outskirts of one of the merging galaxies.

In summary, we interpret ELG1+ELG2 as an equal-mass merger of two ultra-low-mass galaxies at z ~ 5.1. Their interaction recently (< 100 Myr) induced intensive, simultaneous, and ongoing bursts of...
SF and formed a bridge of star-forming material and possibly also a tidal tail. This bridge is undergoing a particularly recent star-forming burst with metallicity that's lower still than that at the galaxy centres.

4.3 The assembly of a low-mass galaxy at $z \sim 5$

The dense basis SFHs of ELG-1 and ELG-2 (Fig. 2) show both galaxies are undergoing a $\lesssim 100$ Myr-old burst of SF. About 35 percent of the observed mass of each galaxy was formed during this burst, while $\sim 65$ percent formed before it. This means that the two galaxies had $M_\ast \sim 5 \times 10^8 M_\odot$ each before the burst, and the formation of a combined $\sim 6 \times 10^8 M_\odot$ was induced by the starburst.

The burst is ongoing, so it is difficult to know how many additional stars will form as it continues, but we can make crude estimates: On the lower end, (Case 1) we can assume that the burst has peaked and SFRs will decline symmetrically in time. This will produce a further $\sim 6 \times 10^8 M_\odot$, so that once ELG-1 and ELG-2 merge, the resulting galaxy will have $M_\ast \sim 2 \times 10^9 M_\odot$, $\sim 50$ percent formed during the burst, and $25$ percent formed pre-burst in each of the original galaxies.

The time-scales of equal-mass merger can be a few times the dynamical time, $t_{\text{dyn}}$ (e.g. McCavana et al. 2012; Solanes, Perea & Valenti-Rojas 2018). Therefore (Case 2), if instead of declining as in Case 1, the SFRs hold at their current levels for $100$ Myr ($\sim 2.5 t_{\text{dyn}}$) the merged galaxy will have $M_\ast \sim 5 \times 10^9 M_\odot$, i.e. $10\times$ the pre-interaction mass of ELG-1 or ELG-2. Of this final mass, $80$ percent will be new stars formed in the burst. Finally (Case 3), if the SFHs do not flatten or decline but continue to increase, the post-merger galaxy will have potentially formed even more stars during the burst.

In conclusion, the galaxy that forms after the burst will have a mass that’s at least $4 \times$ the mass of ELG-1 or ELG-2, and will have formed at least half of that mass during the ongoing SF burst. This conclusion holds even if ELG-1 and ELG-2 are SF clumps in a (low-mass) galaxy and not a merger. If the system is a merger, and if merger-induced starbursts are common in high-$z$ low-mass galaxies, then a large fraction of the high-$z$ cosmic stellar-mass density may have formed due to galaxy–galaxy interactions.

4.4 Contribution to keeping the Universe ionized

The formation of stars in a galaxy is accompanied by the production of rest-frame UV photons from short-lived massive stars. Thus, we can estimate the total number of ionizing photons, $N_{\text{ion}}$, produced by the system up to time $t$ over the course of its evolution: $N_{\text{ion}}(t) = \int_0^t N_{\text{ion}}(\tau) d\tau \propto \int_0^t L_{\text{UV}}(\tau) d\tau \propto \int_0^t \text{SFR}(\tau) d\tau \propto M_\ast(t)$. I.e., the number of ionizing photons produced is directly proportional to the stellar mass made. If these photons escape the system, they will be available for reionizing the Universe in the Epoch of Reionization and keeping it ionized thereafter.

Taking the $M_\ast$ estimates from Section 4.3, we expect that at least the same number of the ionizing photons will be produced within the shortest time-scale burst (Case 1 in Section 4.3) as the two galaxies together have made before the burst. In longer-lasting bursts, the fraction of ionizing photon produced during the burst can be $80$ percent (Case 2) or more (Case 3) of the total produced since $t = 0$.

In terms of the production rate ($N_{\text{ion}}$), since the current SFRs during the burst are $\sim 10 \times$ those before the burst (see SFHs in Fig. 1), the $N_{\text{ion}}$ in the two galaxies are also $\sim 10$ times higher than before the burst.

Furthermore, we calculate ionizing photon production efficiency ($\xi_{\text{ion}}$) from $L_{400}$ and $L_{\text{UV}}$ assuming case B recombination (Leitherer & Heckman 1995) and zero escape fraction, and obtain $\log(\xi_{\text{ion}}/\text{Hz} \text{ erg}^{-1}) = 25.64^{+0.21}_{-0.21}$ at the galaxy centres. This value is higher than the canonical values (e.g. Robertson et al. 2013; Matthee et al. 2017) or LBGs at similar redshifts (Bouwens et al. 2016), and is comparable to other extreme emission-line galaxies at higher or lower redshifts (Tang et al. 2019; Matthee et al. 2022). In the bridge region, the $\xi_{\text{ion}}$ value is even higher, $\log(\xi_{\text{ion}}/\text{Hz} \text{ erg}^{-1}) = 25.80^{+0.10}_{-0.10}$, and is one of the highest values in the high-$z$ universe. Note that, similar to $L_{400}$, $L_{\text{UV}}/L_{400}$, assuming $A_V = 0.2$ mag instead reduces $\xi_{\text{ion}}$ values by $\sim 0.14$ dex, but does not change the conclusion here.

These arguments suggest that at least as many ionizing photons are produced, with high efficiency $\xi_{\text{ion}}$, during the (possibly merger-induced) starburst as in the entire pre-burst history of the two galaxies. Notably, galaxy interactions are also thought to help ionizing photons to escape (e.g. Rauch et al. 2011). Thus, our results suggest that, if merger-induced SF bursts are common among high-$z$ low mass galaxies, then interacting low-mass galaxies could be a major contributor to the cosmic ionizing photon budget.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this Letter we (1) described a lensed, doubly imaged system of two ultra-low-mass ($5 \times 10^8 M_\odot$) galaxies at $z \sim 5.1$ undergoing a coordinated young SF burst induced by an apparent equal mass major merger, (2) find that the resulting galaxy is expected to form at least half of its stellar mass during the ongoing SF burst, and (3) that a large number of ionizing photons is produced with a high efficiency during the burst. If ELG1–ELG2 is confirmed as a merger, then mergers may play an important role in the assembly of – and ionizing photon production by – low-mass galaxies at high redshift.
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